
Your kiddo wants to model but they don’t have any experience or headshots?  

While I prefer to work with models who have a few years in the industry, I do occasionally cast kids 

who have no experience but they really stand out to me. 

 

For new parents, here’s a few tips to help your kiddo stand out:  

 

If you don’t have professional headshots the pictures you send are very important. Please do not 

send anything that is dark, poor lighting, blurry, or a group photo. 

 

The best thing you can do is find a white or neutral wall with diffused lighting  and get a couple 

simple snapshots. The goal is for me to see your child clearly with good lighting and nothing 

distracting from them.  

 

Avoid any fake smiles or hammy poses. (including the iconic hand on hip. :p) I’m not looking for 

kiddos who want to be America’s Top Model. Just cuties who take direction well and are very 

natural in front of the camera.  

 

Take their photo straight on so there is no ambiguity to what their face’s actual proportions are. 

(No way above angles. This is a headshot not a selfie people. ) 

 

When submitting don’t over do it on sending in photos. If you want to send more than one 

headshot the recommendation would be a close up smiling, close up serious, and one full body 

shot. But really try to just send the best shots that accurately represent them.  

 

If your child is a constantly growing baby/toddler or they have any major hair style change, feel 

free to resubmit. I’m always happy to get the update!  

 

In the, “Anything else you want me to know?” box: This is really just meant to remind me if we’ve 

worked together, have a mutual connection, or if there are special skills or experiences I should 

know about your child that is relevant to modeling. This could include gymnastics, dance, parkour, 

acting, commercials, fashion shows,  ect. But this isn’t a place to sell your kiddos personality or 

intelligence. Because rightly so, you’re biased, and I know it. ;)  

Also (TIP) the lower maintenance a parent appears online, the more likely I am to want to work 



with them.   

 

And lastly, if you’re dying to get your child in front of my camera and need headshots anyways - 

hiring me for headshots is a great way to get me to meet your child. And if they’re super awesome, 

I’m far more likely to cast them in my next big thing if I’ve already meet them in person, than if 

they’re just another sweet face in my files.  

 

Hope this helps, and best of luck! 


